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The Tempora.l Rea.li:z.ation of Morphological and S:mtactic Boundaries 

Ilse Lehiste 

Abstract 

This paper is concerned with the effect of morpholop,ical and 
syntactic boundaries on the temporal structure of spoken uttera.~ces. 
Two speakers produc.ed twenty tokens each of four sets of "'Ords consistin11; 
of a monosyllabic base form, disyllabic and trisyllabic Yards derived 
from the base by the addition of suffixes, and three short sentences 
in which the base form was followed by a syntactic boundary, this in 
turn followed by a stressed syllable, one unstressed syllable, and t"'o 
unstressed syllables. The sentences thus reproduced the syllabic 
sequences of the derived words. The duration of .rords and sejl;Dlents vas 
measured from oscillograms. The manifestation of morphologi~al and 
syntactic boundaries is discussed, and some implications of the 
findings relative to the temporal programming of spoken utterances are 
considered. 

0. Introduct.ion 

This naper is concerned vith the effect of morpholo~ical and 
syntactic boundaries on the temporal. structure o.f spoken utterances. 
The investigation vas prompted by the observation made in the course of 
a previous study, 1,2 that the duration of a word may be considerably 
reduced, if a derivational suffix is added to the word constituting the 
base. In this earlier study, the ~ords stead, skid end skit were compared 
vith stea~, ~kiddl and skitty,· It might have been expected that the 
latter set would be longer than the former by the average duration of 
the derivational suffix. It turned out instead that the duration of the 
base part of the .derived word vas considerably shortened' so that even 
with the addition of a fairly long -z, the overall duration of the derived 
words was not much different from that of the base words. 

In the current study,.four, sets of 'IIOrds were examined, built 
around the base forms ~, sleep, shade, and ~- Each of the 
words occurred by itself and in eight additional utterance type~. 
Five derivational suffixes Yere used. three of them monos:1 llabic 
and two disyllabic. The words were further placed in short sentences 
in which they were followed by a major syntactic bounde.ry--the 
l>ounda.ry betveen t'he noun phrase functioning as subject and the 
verb phrase functionin~ as predicate. The verb phrase itself either 
consisted of a stressed monosyllable (in three cases) or started 
with o. stressed syllable ( in on'e case)~ or it started with one or 
two unstres3ed syllables. The sentences thus reproduced the syllabic 
seriuencei; of the derived words,· It '-as the purpose of the stud:r to 
explore Whether there a.re any differences in the durations of the 
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base, 	depending on whether it is folloved by a. morpheme boundar1J 
w:i thi~ the. same ..,ord, or by a major syntactic boundary coinciding 
with the word bounda..ry. 

I. Method 

The test material, presented in Table 1, ~as recorded by two 
speakers, H, G, (Jl'.a.le) and L.s. (female) • both gre.dua.te students at 
The Ohio State University. The recordings were ma.de under standard 
conditions in a.n anechoic chamber using reliable recording equipment, 
The utterances were produced in two ways, to test the comparability 
of dif.fere::it contexts and to ve.ry the fairly artificial recording 
technique ;:,f repeating the same word a large number of times • One 
of the way:;; ·..ras indeecl. the repetition technique; ea.ch word 'W'a.s uttered 
ten times imder a subjectively established 'constant• rate. Then each 
set, consi:3ting of base vord, derived words. a.nd three short sentences, 
was read t,:m times in succession. Ea.ch speaker thus produced 20 
tokens of 1!a.ch vord ~ for a. tote.l of' 720 utterances 'by ea.ch speaker. 

'!'he du.rations of vords e.nd segments were measured from 
osci1logra.1Qa, produced by processing the recorded tapes through a. 
Frckjair-Jei1sen Trans-Pitch Meter and Intensity Meter, connected to a. 
four-cha nn:el Elema-Schonander Mingograph. The material "7as ane.lyzed 
sta.tistica.11y, using the IBM 360 Model 75 computer available at The 
Ohio State University Instruction and Research Computer Center. 

II. ComPa.rahility of the '!Vo Sets of Data 

For bc,th sets ot: de.ta, the folloving computations were carried 
through: the mean duration of ea.ch segment; the mee.n duration of ea.ch 
word; the n1ean duration of the base component of the derived '\{Ord 
(e.g., stkk in sticky); the variances and standard deviations of 
ea.ch segme~1t and word. The differences 'between the correspondin~ 
mf;!ans for e?ach segment a.nd word were tested for signif'icance according 
to the fornttlla.: 

(1)  

z .. 

0 2 0 2 
A + B 

NA NB 
The difference in ve.riabili~Y between the two sets wns te~ted by two 
(related) n:.ee.sures: 3 

(2) 2· o MAX 
H : 	 C = 

02 0'2 + 2MIN 	 a MAXMUI' 

For the given number of tokens, the critical values (at the 95% 
confidence 1level) were 1.960 for Z, 4.030 for H, and o.801 ror C. 
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It was found that the differences betveen the two sets of  

utterances for each speaker were random, a.nd that there was minimal  
overlap between the tvo speakers in cases of stat1stical!Y si~nificant  
differences. Out of 196 pairwise comparisons of XA and XB. speaker  
H.G. had 65 significant differences, speaker L.S. 88 significant  
differences; the same segments were involved in 35 instances, but  
these segments constituted no natural set: there was no discernible  
sye~em. A separate check of syllable nuclei showed 11 instances for  
R.G. and 26 instances for L.S. in vhich the means differed significantly, 
i.e. Z was higher than the critical value. The same syllable nucleus 
was involved in 9 instances. As rep,ards the differences in va.riabilit:t 
between the t'l.·o sets, speak.er R.G. had 15 (out of 196) cases in which 
the difference in variances between the two sets was significant; 
speaker L.S. had 36 instances, of vhich 9 involved the same segment 
for both speakers. As rar as syllable nuclei were concerned, speaker 
R.G. had 2 instances of significant differences, L.S. 4, with an overlap 
of 2. 

Combining the two sets would tend to increase the extreme ran~es  
for each combined set of utterances and thus increase the variabiiity;  
but since the difference in variability betveen the two sets vas  
negligible, it was decided to combine the t'llo sets in future  
calculations. The resul.tant increase in variability was in effect  
quite small. !tis hoped that the method of producin~ the test  
utters.nces in the two different ways described above will have  
reduced the artificiality of the situation in vhich long lists of  
words are produced out of context, a.nd that the results are better  
applicable to a more natural speech situation.  

III. Effect of Morpheme Bowidaries 

In order to study the effect of morpheme boundaries (e.nd word 
boundaries) on the duration of the base to which derivative suffixes 
were added, B/D ratios vere computed. This term refers to the ratio 
of the durations or the base word (produced by itself} and the Stlll\ 
of the durations of the same segments occurring in the deriYed word 
(e.g., the mean duration of stick would be divided by the mean 
durBtion of the~ part oni:le word ~ticky). These ratios were 
calculated for all test words,a.nd, separately, for the syllable 
nuclei in all test •.;ords. The differences between the means were 
highly significant in all instances; Z-ve.lues, which were al~ays 
higher than the critical value, will not be included in the tables. 
'l'he :results a.re presented in Tables II-V and graphically in Figures 
1 - 4. 'l'he tables are self-explanatory; e. rev words of explanation 
may be needed for the rigures. 

On each fii:p1re, the derived word types and sentence types are 
given on the vertical axis. The horizontal a.xis is calibrated to 
show increasing B/D ratios. Points representing B/D ratios for 
words are connected vith solid lines; points representing B/D ratios 
for syllable nuclei are connected with dashed lines. The curves 
sta.rt in the left hand top corner at the B/D value 1: Base/Base 
yields a ratio of 1. Increasing ratios show decrease in the duration 
of the base component or the derived word resp. its syllable nucleus. 
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Several. observations may be made regarding the figures. In no 

case was the duration of the same set of segments greater in a 
de:dved word than in the ba.ae form. The suffixes -y_, -~ and -1!!.s. 
seem to be equiva.lent with respect to their effect on the duration 
of the stem, It a.p:pears that the number of see;ments i.n the suffix 
ha.~: no systematic effect on the duration of the stem. This observation 
is confirmed by looking ~t the behavior of stem forms before the 
suJ'fix -ily. This suffix wa.s in fact pronounced vith a syllabic 
/1/ by both spea..lcers in all productions; thus the stems of words like 
sti.cking and stickily were followed by two segments ea.ch, but the 
-in.a suffix was monosyllabic and the -ily suffix vas disyllabic. 
In all cases, the disyllabic -il,1 auffix produced greater reduction 
in the duration of the stem than tl;e monosyllabic suffix -.fEg_, 
although both consisted of the same number of segments. 

The suffix -iness constitutes a special case. In em.ch instance,  
th~ B/D ratio was greatest under this condition, This is a disyllabic  
suf':f'ix. as is -ily; however, its rhythmic structure is considerably  
different. lt seems possible that in the case of the -iness suffix  
we are dealing ~ith two cycles of derivation: that, for example,  
sticky is derived from stick in the first cycle, and stickiness  
from !3tickr in the second cycle. If this is so, then the ratios Gf  
stick /sticky and stickyLstickiness (involving the base foms stick  
and sticky respectively) should be approximately equal. Some  
support for this assumption may indeed be found in Table VI, which  
presents the pertinent ratios.  

A comparison of the curves for words .nth the curves for 
syllable nuclei indicates that the reduction in the duration of a 
ste.m in the derived form is achieved more at the expense o-f vowels 
than at the expense of consonants. The nature of the vowel and the 
postvocalic consonant seem to play a.n equaJJ.y important role. 
Intrinsically long syllable nuclei (like those in sleep, speed~ and 
shade) are more compressible than intrinsically short syllable nuclei 
(as· in stick). But /i/ in alee:2,. when followed by a. voiceless plosive, 
is much less compressible than /i/ in SEeed and /e~/ in shade. 
Ten,:lencies for being reduced under il certain condition become 
acc,a!lntuated when one looks at the moat compressible segment: for both 
speakers, the greatest effects of the various positions are manifested 
in tne syllable nuclei of speed and shade, 

IV. Effect of Syntactic Boundaries 

One of the hypotheses tested in this experiment was the hypothesis 
that syntactic boundaries vould have temporal effects that are ·clearly 
distinct from those of moi,;,heme boundaries. However, the results of 
this study show that as far as the temporal structure of utterances 
is ,:oncerned, effects of morpheme boundaries and effects of syntactic 
boundaries cannot be separated from each other. Furthermore, it is 
not certain that the boundaries as such have any effect at all, since 
the temporal structure of the utterances seems to depend most of all 
on their syllabic structure, regardless of the nature of the 
boll!'1dariea involved. 

In sentences 'iike Speed kills~ ve find durations of the test 
word that are very similar to those of disyllabic birnorphemic vo~ds; 
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sentences like The speed increased resemble most words like speediness, 
with an unstressed short syllable followed by a relatively long 
syllable. The addition of another unstressed syllable may have a 
further reducing effect, but the data are not consistent at this 
point. The major result here is the absence of any clee.r differences 
between the effects of morpheme boundaries and syntactic boundaries, 
and the likelihood that the durational structure is conditioned by 
the number of syllables rather than either by the number of segments 
or by the presence of boundaries. 

V. Genernlity of the Findings 

One of the veys to test the results would be to fo?'lll predictions  
on the basis of these data a.nd then compare the predictions with  
further observations. I intend to record other sets of vords by  
the same speakers as well as the same sets of words by different  
speakers. and calculate the goodness of fit between predicted and  
observed B/D ratios. The basis for predictions might be Table VII,  
vhich combines Yords that seem to behave in a similar fashion for  
the tvo speakers.  

VI. Discussion 

The results of this study confirm earlier studies in some  
respects, but differ from them in certain il!lportant aspects.  

Bolinger4 stated that long syllables tend to acquire extra 
length if followed by another long syllable (long syllables being 
those that contain a full vowel); if folloved by a short syllable, 
long syllables cannot acquire that extra length a.nd therefore appear 
shorter, This process tends to ignore morpheme and vord boundaries, 
and may take place a.cross a syntactic boundary. 

The present study confirms Bolinger 1 s notion that temporal 
readjustment processes tend to ignore morpheme and ~ord boundaries. 
The shortening of a long syllable before a short syllable is likevise 
confirmed in all the data. However, in sentences of the tY])e Soeed 
kills, the vord speed (e.nd words in analogous sentences) cert.a.inly 
did not acquire a.ny extra length, at least in comparison to isolated 
productions of the same vord. 

Gaitenby5 found a couunon ratio of segment-to-utterance length 
f'or all di alects of American English sampled in her study. When 
segment durations ~ere converted to percentages of total utterance 
time, it was found thn:t 90% of all the segments varied less than 5,3% 
for any speak.er. The longer the utterance in terms o'! number of 
segments, the shorter the absolute dtll"ation of any given segment, 
until an approximate minimum duration was reached beyond which 
segments could not be compressed any further. She noted also that . 
words immediately precedip.g a pause tended to expand in utterances J 
of e.11 lengths. According to Ga.itenby, it vould thus be the word l 
closest to the pause that would acquire extra len~h, while in longer 
utterances, t~e preceding parts of the sentence would be produced. at 1I 
a fa:ster rs.te. '!'his seems to be borne out by the findin~e: in the ·. 
three sentences, the base word became succeseively shorter, the ·./· 
farther it was removed from the end of the sentence. A difference 
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between Ga.itenby's results and those obtained in this study is the 
obse~vation that utterance length should be determined with reference 
to number and tyPe of syllables rather than vith reference to the 
number of segments • 

. Chomsky and Halle6 have postulated a hierarchy of boundaries 
~hich delimit linguistic units that serve as domains of application 
of different kinds of phonological rules. Although the authors a.re 
careful to state that phonetic effects need not be associated with 
(word) bounde.ries, the postulation of a hierarchy of boundaries 
naturally prompts a phonetician to look for possibly hierarchical 
differences in the manifestations of these boundaries. I had previously 
formulated the hypothesis that phonologica.l units are definable in 
term$ of suprasegmental patterns, while their boundaries are mainly 
manifested in terms of modifications of segments.7 Few, if any, 
indications of word boundaries emerged1from the present study. There 
ver~ a small number of instances in vhich the duration of the segment 
preceding a word boundary va.s greater than the duration of the same 
segment preceding a. morpheme boundary. As far as the overall 
temporal organization of the u~terances is concerned, no evidence for 
a hierarchical orge.nization of boundaries vas found es a result of 
this. study. The tempo~a.l organization of spoken language seems to 
take place in terms of speech production units which are fairly 
ind~pendent of the morphological or syntactic structure of the 
utter-ahces. 
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Table I. Test materials used in the stud_v. 
The:symbol - is used to indicn.t~ the boundary between stem and 
derivative suffix. # symbolizes word boundary;: and:_ refer 
to stressed and unstressed syllables. 

HAG.t: stick sleep shade speed  

....,;[ sticky sleepy shady speedy  

-J:.1l sticker sleeper she.der speeder  

-!HG sticking sleeping shading speeding  

-!LY stickily sleepily shadily speedily  

-INESS stickiness sleepiness shadiness speediness  
..,

II the stick fell sleep heals the shade speed kills 
lingered 

..,
II-~ the stick is sleep the shade the speed·-- broken :refreshes increased inc!'"eased 

~ ../I - the stick .ras my sleep .,..as the she.de was the speed va.s 
discs.rded disturbed refreshing controlled 
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Te.ble rr. Mean durations ( in milliseconds), standard deviations and 
B/D ratios for t•..o sets of ..,.o:rds and corresponding syllable nuclei 
produced by speaker R.G. 

Duration of Duration ofB/D cr B/D 
base 

Utterance 0 
Syl. nucleus ratioratio 

6.94  
sticky  

401.55 29.45 130.70stick 
312.80 23.68 1.284 93,45 6.53 1,399 

sticker 89.1,5 1.461 
sticking 

8.85302.50 17 .49 1.327 
1,472 

stickily 
68.80 7.2816.92295.45 1,359 
84.15 6.75291.lO 17.90 1.379 1.553 

stickiness 5.63l.5ll 1.657 
The stick fell 

265.75 78.9015-79 
1.487 

The stick is 
broken 

14.10 1.461 1.02274.85 87.90 

1.601 
'l'he stick wes 

disce.rded 

248.20 1.618 7,5712.65 81.65 

245,10 5,8113.49 1.638 77,90 1.6781,.,.----------------- - ?--, ----~-----------------------------
sleep 409.80 18.96 14.55  
sleepy  

123.55 
1.468 

sleeper 
336.80 19,70 84.151.217 7.97 

9.21 1.487 
sleeping 

341.25 19,83 l.201 83.10 
18.12 1.241 10.11330,35 81.50 1.516 

sleepily 13,99 1.308313,35 69.60 8.58 1.775 
sleepiness 287,05 1.428 6,7913.81 62.05 1.991 
sleep heuls 8.41 J..621 
sleep re:freshes 

16.33305.95 1.339 15-95 
4.67299.60 1.368 61.8519.90 1.998 

My sleep .,.e.s 
disturbed 17.44307.45 2,Q7l I1,333 59,65 9.65 

I-
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'l'able III. Mean durations (in milliseconds), standard deviations and 
B/D :., ratios for tWQ sets of .rords a.nd corresponding syllable nuclei 
produced by spee.ker L,S. 

...i 
! 
!• 

'.~ 

Duration of Duration of B/DUtterance B/D
I, (Iba.se cr ratio Syl. nucleus ratio 

-~-;f 168.90431,80 23.25  
st;Lcky  
st4ck 43.33 

1,462 
sticker 

346.oo 1.24834.44 15,83115.50 
1,540 I 

stlckinp; 
331,95 1,301 109,65 l~.7525.88 

109.20 17.361.240348.30 30,56 1.547 
St1ickily 2,192 
stickiness 

1.h.25 6.89303,10 17,93 n.05 
2.208 

Th,e stick :felJ. 
271,60 20.·rn 6.9276.501.590 

22.74 11.17 1.849 
The stick is 

311.15 1.388 91.35 ' ' 
l,901 

Tb/e stick ..as 
;discarded 

283,90O,roken 19.46 88.85 10.831.521 

2,09228.40 1.610 I 80,7526?,15 ___,____ 8.42 ,_______I--"...,,,--------------------------- ~-------~-------------~-----
16.85  

sJleepy  
sleeo 4li2.45 39.62 180.30.. . 

9.24 1.372 
s]eener 

363.40 19.64 1.218 131.45 
8.90 1.41722.87 1.218 127.25363.35i sieeping 18.26 1.361 

sleepily 
374.45 10.871.182 132.45 
342.60 8.T216.12 l,291 114.50 1.575 

sleepiness 8.45 1.867 
Sleep heals 

307.70 96,551.43816.39 
325,00 25,33 1.588 

Siee:p refreshes 
14.771.361 113.55 

18,96282.75 9.71' 1.927Mf sleep Yas 
ldisturbed 

93,551.565 

26.82 99,40 19.27 1.814314.90 1.405 
r,r ,.. 
j  
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'l!able IV, Mea.n durations ( in milliseconds), sta.nda.rd deviations and 
B/D ratios for two sets of words and corresponding syllable nuclei 
produced by spee.ker R.G, 
t 

,. 

: 
[ Utterance 
Ii 

Duration of 
base 

·a B/D 
ra.tio 

Duration of 
Syl. nucleus 

(l B/D 
ratio 

speed 511,50 34,95 266.00 28.17 
speedy 359.75 15,09 1.422 150.50 10.25 1.767i speeder 344,75 16.42 1.484 141.50 11.0l l.880 

,, speeding 3.42.50 13.13 1.493 B6.oo 9.81 l.956 
speedily 322.50 18.03 1,586 120.00 a.21 2.217 

f speediness 
Speed kills 
The speed 

313.25 
344.oo 

16,57 
17,06 

1.633 
l.487 

115 ,50 
125,50 

7,76 
8.87 

2.303 
2.120 

increased 
The speed w-as 

301.25 15,12 1.698 110.00 7.61 2.418 

controlled 
------------------

293,50 
"*-----------

20.53 ------- 1.743 -~------
104.oo ------------- 8.97 -------

2,558 --------
shade 454,10 28.88 266.15 18.61 
shady 327.20 20.08 1.388 181,85 14.79 1.464 
shader 324.20 18.81 1.401 172.40 9,54 1.544 
shading 306.95 23.39 L4T9 158,00 11.24 l.684 
sha.dily 276.70 10.20 1.641 132,05 8,74 2.016 
shadiness 
The shade 

265.20 17.60 l.712 125.35 9.83 2.123 

lingered 
The shade 

324,80 18.49 1.398 146.95 16.23 1.811 

increased 
'l'he she.de was 

298,60 18.44 1,521 130.15 12,93 2.045 

refreshing 301.60 26.05 1.476 131.50 18.61 2.024 

:,-

; 
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Table V. Xean durations (in milliseconds). standard deviations and 
B/D ratios for tvo sets of ~ords and correspondin~ syllable nuclei 
produced by speaker L.S. 

Utterance BID IDuration of D>.lration ofB/D l 
(J ratiobase ratio 11,Syl. nucleus: l 

I 
speed 30.00 297.85574.25 116.25 

l..S2hs;:ieedy 39li.85 !.45423.89 163.30 11.69 
spe_edex- 1.734  
spe1eding  

403.85 18.44 l.422 13,52171.75 
12.86 1.876! speedily 

396.lO 24. 54 1 l.450 158.75 
29. 75 ' 1.620354,50 126.25 16.98 2.359  

spe~diness  1ah. tir, 2.853  
::.:peed kills  

322.70 23.41 L78o 6.66 
1.827416.55 27.28 1.379 l 163.o~; 19.07 

fThe .speed  
increased  342.85 1.675 127.3020.97 11.68 ~-3~0The speed Yas  
controlled  305,50 1.880 96.6522.00 _______,, -~:::_ ~~~ ___~---------------------------· 

shade 454.65 22.88261.10 
shady 20.-{2 11.26 1i.620  
shader  

321.65 1.413 165.25 
14.16 1.668  

shading  
26.61326.75 160.501.391 

l.680  
sho.dil:f  

3l2.95 1.45322.09 19.72159-30 
294.15 26.41 1.913  

shadiness  
1.546 21.89139-95 

2 .3'(8  
The shade  

lingered  

261.65 ll.65l.738 ll2.5525.37 

36.24 1.73h331.95 1.370 154.40 23.93 I
The shade  

increa!icd  282.20 1.611 16.90 1.972  
?he shade .:as  

re.freshing  

22.03 135-75 

273.40 2.3431.633.23.97 114.25 15.97 
L 
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'II. Hean dm•a.ti:ons lliseccnas), standard. d.cYia.ti,,:ts, 
rifld lVV ratios for \tot·ds ;;ith -v and -ness" ~n ...,hich the..., ---.:ords; s.:re dedYed by u. two-cycle 0}1e:.:--ation f:rcr~ tt,e 1.nisr:. 

i I 

I 1.. Q(; 'i 1 ..00 
1.2h2 , 1.425 

...EB 1.4761.262 l'-IUG 1.256 L474 
-I1.. Y I 1.351 1,17h1-!.11ESS I 1.9311.492I !I .,. I 

I 1.3ae: I l.636 
f Ji V ,; l.518 1.857I u·- - ,. i 

1.4.91 t• l ... Sl!iL :.~-
Fi½r 'Ii,.. fi '1l 

~ 1 n.ble VII. Average B/D rctios {spea..1<.ers R.G. and L,S. cc-m.bined) 

r--
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Fig. 1. B/D ratios for the words stick and sleep and their 
syllable nuclei for speaker LS. The base word and the 
derivative forms are indicated on the vertical axis; the 
horizontal axis is calibrated for ratios of duration of base 
vord/duration of the base part of the derived vord. 
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Fi0 • 2. B/D ratios for the vords st~ and ~l_ee1:. and their 
syllable nuclei for speaker ftG. The be.se word and the 
derivative forms ere indicated on the vertieal axis; the 
horizontal axis is calibrated for ratios of duration of 
base word/duration of the base part of the derived word, 
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Fig. 3. B/D ratios for the ...,.ords sE_eed and ~ and their 
syllable nuclei for speak.er RG. The base word and the 
derivative forms are indicated in the vertical axis; the 
horizontal axis is calibrated for ratios of duration or 
base word/duration of the base part of the derived word. 
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Fi~. 4. B/D ratios for thw words soeed and shade and their 
s:i,·llable nuclei for speaker LS. T~se word and the 
derivative forms are indicated on the vertical axis; the 
horizontal axis calibrated for ratios of duration of base 
word/duration of the base part of the derived word. 
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